Abstract. We show that the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner with a coarse problem can be applied to the solution of a system of linear equations arising from the thin plate problem discretized by the HCT and DKT elements. The condition number is asymptotically bounded by log 2 (H=h), with H the subdomain size and h the element size. The bound is independent of coe cient jumps of arbitrary size between subdomains. Numerical results are presented.
Introduction
This note presents an application of the Balancing Domain Decomposition (BDD) method to the solution of linear systems of equations arising from the nite element discretization of thin plate problems. The BDD method was developed from the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner of De Roeck and Le Tallec 5] by Mandel 9] , who has modi ed the algorithm by adding a coarse problem with few unknowns per subdomain. Solving the coarse problem in each iteration coordinates the solution between the subdomains and prevents any slow-down with an increasing number of subdomains.
The coarse problem, as introduced in 9], is composed of the rigid body modes of the substructures. Other modes can be added to the coarse problem to remove troublesome modes from the iterative process; in e ect, these modes are resolved directly in every iteration. While the possibility of adding such modes has been known, it was not clear how to do that e ciently. This paper presents the rst such example: for thin plates, these modes are the subdomain solutions for point loads applied at crosspoints (i.e., at subdomain corners).
For the reduced Hsieh-Clough-Tocher (HCT) and Discrete Kircho Triangle (DKT) elements, the condition number of the algorithm is proved to grow at most as fast as log 2 (H=h), where H and h are the characteristic subdomain size and element size. Numerical results con rm that the fast growth of the condition number for decreasing h is indeed prevented by the additional coarse functions. Using a result of Mandel and Brezina 10] , it is shown that the bound does not depend on the jumps of elasticity coe cients between subdomains. We omit the proofs of technical lemmas, but the principal argument is complete.
For related work on the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner, we refer to Glowinski and Wheeler 8] . For a somehow di erent formulation of the Neumann-Neumann problem with similar bounds for second order problems we refer to Dryja and Widlund 7] . The BDD method was also applied to mixed problems by Cowsar The plate exural sti ness tensor K is assumed to be symmetric, measurable, and, on each subdomain i , uniformly positive de nite and bounded:
: K(x) :~ i~ :~ ; i > 0; 8x 2 i :
Then one has the spectral equivalence
The numbers i have interpretation as the relative sti nesses of the subplates i .
We rst consider a discretization of the problem (2) by the reduced Hsieh-CloughTocher (HCT) triangle. Here we only note that the HCT element is C 1 continuous, satis es u 2 P 3 ( ), @ u 2 P 1 ( ) on each side of the element, and is composed of (4) The theory presented in this paper applies to the HCT element and to any element with the degrees of freedom u; 1 ; 2 at each vertex satisfying as (4). The Discrete Kircho Triangle (DKT) element is an example which enforces (1) only along each side of the element T 1]. The proof of (4) for the DKT element as well as for stabilized Reissner-Mindlin elements will be presented elsewhere. Quadrilateral elements may be treated as two triangles for which (4) holds. 
The solution of the auxiliary problem in step 1 can be omitted by choosing a suitable starting vector to guarantee that j = 0 in every step. Mandel 9] has shown that the right-hand sides of the singular problems in step 3 are consistent, the output z from Algorithm 1 is independent of the choice of a solution in step 3, and the following condition number estimate holds. ; : (6) The main trick in this paper is now to use the exibility in the choice of the matrices Z i to enforce that the supremum in (6) 
j:G\@ j 6 =; j : (8) That is, the weight matrices D i are diagonal, with the diagonal entry equal to the ratio of i to the sum of j for all subdomains sharing that degree of freedom. In our computations, we choose = 1 as in 5].
4. Condition Number Estimate The following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 in Mandel and Brezina 10]. Theorem 2. Let the weight matrices D i be constructed as in ( 8) 
The following estimate of the trace norm of the extension by zero is proved as in Bramble, Pasciak, and Schatz 2, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 2. There exists a constant C such that if the support of u is contained in a segment of @ j of length , and j @u @s j 0;1; c h juj 0;1; , then juj 2 1=2;2;@ j juj 2 1=2;2; + C 1 + log h juj 2 0;1; :
We will also need an extension of the discrete Sobolev inequality of Dryja 6 ] to piecewise polynomial functions of order p > 1.
Lemma 3. Let p 1. Then there exists a constant C = C(p) such that for every u continuous on @ i such that u 2 P p on the side of every triangle T, jruj 2 0;1;@ i C 1 + log H h juj 2 1=2;2;@ i + 1 H juj 2 0;2;@ i :
We are now ready for the main estimate.
Lemma 4. There exists a constant C such that if G is a crosspoint or an edge of i , then it holds for all u 2 IH h (?), such that u = 0 on all crosspoints of i , that jrE G uj 2 1=2;2;@ j C 1 + log H h jruj 2 1=2;2;@ j + 1 H jruj 2 0;2;@ j ; with = 1 if G is a crosspoint and = 2 if G is an edge.
Proof. Assume u 2 IH h (?) and u = 0 on all crosspoints of i . Let F 2 @ i be a crosspoint. The shape function ;F associated with the degree of freedom @ u(F) satis es jr ;F j 1;2; i C; jr ;F j 0;2; i Ch; jr ;F j 0;1; i C: (11) From (11), the trace theorem, and Lemma 2 with = Ch, it follows that jr ;F j 1=2;2;@ i C:
Since u(F) = 0, we have E F u = P ;F @ u(F), and the proposition with G = F follows using Lemma 3 and (12).
Let F 1 ; F 2 be crosspoints at the ends of an edge G. Since E G uj G = (u ? E F 1 u ? E F 2 u)j G ; it follows using the inequality ka + bk 2 2 (kak 2 + kbk 2 ), from the already proved estimate for the case of crosspoint, from inequalities (11), (12) The desired bound on the condition number follows. Theorem 3. Suppose that the assumptions made in Section 2 hold, that Z i are de ned by ( 7) , and D i are de ned by ( 8) . Then the condition number of Algorithm 1 satis es C 1 + log 2 H h ; with the constant C independent of H, h, and of the coe cients i > 0. Proof. The assumption (9) of Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 4, the equivalence of seminorms (10) , and the inequality jruj 2 0;2;@ i CHjruj 2 1=2;2;@ i for all u 2 IH h (@ i ) that are zero at all crosspoints. (7), and \no corners" is the case when the point load solutions Y ij (\corner functions") are omitted from the columns of Z i . The plate was clamped on the whole boundary. All experiments show that adding the corner functions improved the condition number considerably. The condition numbers were estimated from Ritz values in the Krylov space generated by conjugate gradients. The stopping criterion was the ratio of the`2 norm of the residual and the right hand side less than " = 10 ?6 . In all experiments, the domain and the subdomains remain the same, and the elements are uniformly re ned, so H is xed. The condition number appears to grow about as j log 2 hj with the added corner functions, and about as 1=h 2 without. 
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The purpose of the rst test was to con rm the theory and demonstrate the e ect of adding corner functions on the condition numbers (Tab. 1). Then to determine if adding the corner functions results in an improvement for a realistic problem, we considered an oval plate discretized by an irregular mesh decomposed in 24 subdomains (Tab. 2, Fig. 1) . The tests have shown that the improvement in the CPU times for the iterations outweigh the increase in the setup time due to the larger dimension of the coarse space.
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